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Introduction
Buskit is a rules-light Role-Playing Game.  Considering that you’re not likely to be reading this without at least
a basic understanding of RPGs, the funny dice, and the concepts of Player Characters, Game Masters, and
NPCs, we’ll move on and explain why you might want to continue reading.  Take the following points as pros or
cons as you see fit.

What Does Buskit Do?
• Keeps the die mechanic consistent and fast.  Simple comparison is one of the fastest resolution methods

available.
• Uses a full set of polyhedral dice – d4, d6, d8, d10, and d12.
• Defines characters in broad terms, which are then given player-created areas of expertise.
• Gives a slight edge to the defender during conflicts.
• Keeps the number of dice rolled to a minimum for unimportant NPCs.  In the best of all possible worlds,

mooks should only be rolling one die.  This allows large numbers of low-level NPCs to be handled quickly
and easily – their totals can be easily tracked by leaving their dice as they lay.

• Maintains a palpable threat between disparate skill levels.  A d4 skill can beat a d12, even though it’d be a
long shot.

• Differentiates between variable difficulties and more consistent ones. A difficulty of d8 creates a subtly
different obstacle than 2d6 or even 3d4.

• Uses the same rules for PCs, NPCs, and unnamed extras.  PCs should beat the thug minions of the evil
mastermind because they are better, not because the rules take it easier on hero types.
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Character Creation

More important than the little bits behind your character is the general concept you have for him or her. "The
best gunfighter in the West", "warrior princess", and "down-on-his-luck star freighter captain trying to settle up
some old debts" are good, generalized concepts. We'll use the fiddly bits to mold your character in terms of the
game system, but when doing so, keep your basic concept in mind.

Ryan is making a secret agent, a suave con man who can talk his way out of trouble, but who can still fall back on
combat if necessary.  He decides that his nascent character will be named Guy Rosenthaal.

Traits
Characters are defined by a set of common abilities called Traits, which are divided into areas of expertise
called Specializations (more on them later).  Each character has 10 Traits:

Might
Specializations: Strength, Toughness

Move
Specializations: Athletics, Reflexes, Stealth

Fight
Specializations: Single Weapon, Dual Weapons, Weapon & Shield, Two-Handed Weapons, Unarmed

Shoot
Specializations: Handgun, Rifle, Submachine Gun, Support Weapons, Gunnery, Archery

Drive
Specializations: Driving, Boating, Pilot, Riding

Think
Specializations: Area Knowledge, Business, Culture, Medicine, Science, Tactics

Talk
Specializations: Entertain, Languages, Persuasion

Tech
Specializations: Computers, Demolitions, Electronics, Repair, Systems Operation

Wits
Specializations: Awareness, Streetwise, Survival, Tracking

Will
Specializations: Intimidation, Leadership, Willpower

Traits are rated with a die type, from d4 on up to d12.
D4 D6 D8 D10 D12
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A Trait of d6 is considered average.  The GM will deem a starting Trait level and a number of “raises” you can
spend on Traits.  You may lower a Trait (if d6 or more) in order to gain more raises.

Competence Level Starting Trait Level Raises

Joe Nobody D6 0

Above Average D6 6

Heroic D6 8

The GM tells Ryan that his character will start with Traits at d6 and have 6 Raises.  Ryan places 2 of those raises
into Will, giving his character a d10 Will.  He puts two into Talk, also giving him a d10 in that Trait.  He places one
raise in Shoot (for a d8 Trait), then uses his last raise to increase his Wits to d8.  Finally, Ryan figures he won’t
need to be an electronics whiz, so he lowers his Tech trait to d4 and uses his extra raise to increase his Move Trait
to d8.

Aspects, Wild Dice, and Specializations
Here's where we add some levels of complexity onto character creation. Aspects, Wild Dice, and
Specializations can all be combined to make characters more competent without increasing their Traits. The
GM can mix and match some or all of them depending on the genre he/she wants to emulate.

Aspects are inspired by Fred Hicks' FATE system (www.evilhat.com).  An Aspect is some element of your
character that you create.  Aspects can reinforce abilities rated by Traits or Specializations, or they may reflect
facets of your character that aren’t covered by Traits. Quick, Tough, Dead Aim, The Best Swordsman Who
Ever Lived, Knows His Way Around Detroit, Friends with the Mayor, Genetically Engineered Soldier, etc., are
all examples of Aspects.

Aspects are rated by die type as well; you can take:
• one Aspect at d10
• two Aspects at d8 each
• one Aspect at d8 and two more at d6 each
When you attempt an action that falls under the purview of one of your Aspects, you roll your Trait as normal,
but you may also roll your Aspect, taking the highest result.

Ryan chooses three Aspects for Guy: “Distracting”, to simulate Guy’s talent for misdirection, both socially and in
combat; “Persuasive”, to reflect Guy’s status as a con man; and finally “Popular”, which should help Guy in social
situations.  Ryan sets Persuasive at d8, so Guy’s Popular and Distracting Aspects will be at d6.

Wild Dice: Wild Dice are appropriate for a more cinematic game. They're d6s that you roll again upon rolling a
6, resulting in a range from 1-12, weighted towards 1-5 of course. The GM will let you know how many Wild
Dice your character gets, although five Wild Dice is a good number for a starting character.  You may spend as
many Wild Dice as you wish for any action, rolling them with your Trait dice.  Wild Dice are replenished every
game session.

Specializations: Specializations reflect exceptional talent or training in a specific area of expertise.  They
allow the specialized character to roll an additional Trait die for actions that fall under that specialization.  Three
Specializations per character are recommended for all but the most heroic or gritty games.

Ryan’s GM has informed him that he may choose one Specialization for Guy.  Ryan picks Pilot, which will allow him
to roll two Drive dice whenever Guy is trying to operate a flying vehicle.
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Taking Action

It is generally sound advice that no roll should be required if your character wants to do something easy and
mundane.  Tying shoes, cooking dinner, driving to work, etc.  The GM might call for a roll or two if you’re
attempting to drive a car on two wheels down an alley, however.

All actions are opposed rolls between the acting character’s most appropriate Trait and either a defending
character’s Trait or a GM-determined difficulty.  If the character has a Specialization in the appropriate Trait,
they get to roll two Trait dice.

Difficulty Die

D4 Easy as pie

D6 "Realistic" action; average difficulty

D8 Tough but possible; a believable stunt

D10 Difficult; something that COULD happen in real life in extreme cases

D12 Some suspension of disbelief is needed

If any Aspects apply to the action (say, a character shooting a gun had the Aspect "Marksman"), roll the Aspect
die as well, taking the highest.  If a character has an appropriate Aspect and a Specialization, roll the Aspect
die and two Trait dice.

Multiple Dice
If a character is rolling more than one die for an action, they always take the highest result as their total.  Don’t
add the dice; don’t compare each die to the opposing difficulty in turn.  Just take the highest result.  Any
references to “adding a die”, “doubling”, or “tripling” dice simply mean to roll twice or thrice the number of Trait
dice, taking the highest.  Of course, there is one exception to this – Penalties, described below.

Penalties
When a character is making things harder on themselves, such as when they wish to attempt several things at
once, or try to do something that they’re not versed in, their Trait is penalized.  How this works mechanically
differs depending on whether you are rolling a single Trait die or multiple Trait dice, as you might with a
Specialization.
1. Penalizing a single Trait die: roll two (or more) Trait dice but take the lowest result.
2. Penalizing multiple Trait dice: Simply take away one of the Trait dice before you roll; if you were rolling a

Specialization (normally two Trait dice), you would only roll one Trait die.

Penalties and Aspects
Aspect dice are never modified by bonuses or penalties.  Even if you have to roll four Trait dice and take the
lowest, if you have an Aspect you can roll that as well and use that result if it’s better than the lowest of your
penalized Trait dice.

Guy Rosenthaal is in a fight with an angry drunk.  Guy’s player decides that he wants to attack the drunk twice,
using Guy’s Distracting Aspect to simulate a feint or cigarette ash thrown in the drunk’s face.  Guy would normally
roll his single d6 Combat and his d6 Distracting Aspect for a normal tricky attack, but because he’s attempting two
attacks the GM rules that both attacks are penalized.  Guy rolls 2d6, taking the lowest, and then rolls his d6 Aspect
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die, taking the highest result; either the Aspect roll or the penalized Trait roll.  He would repeat this for his second
attack.

Action Resolution
Compare the Difficulty or the highest result of all the defender’s dice to the acting character’s highest result.  A
greater degree of success equates to a more efficient, quick, and/or accurate resolution.

Extended Actions
The GM might require additional successes over several attempts for a particular task.  There might be a time
limit to the task (“You have 4 tries to get 3 successes before the bomb explodes”), or each roll might represent
a different step of the process (“OK, the first success got you into the security mainframe… this next roll will
see if you can find the information”).  Extended actions against other people could represent anything from a
footrace to legal disputes. In these cases, the GM might set either a “lead” you have to attain over the other
character or simply set a number of successes; whoever reaches that mark first wins.

Guy Rosenthaal is piloting an airspeeder through the busy skies over a central planet, pursued by Imperial agents!
The GM rules that Guy needs to attain a lead of 5 successes over his enemies to escape.  Each round both parties
roll their Drive Trait.  Guy gets two dice, since he’s Specialized in piloting.  Guy will likely escape his enemies, but in
the meantime his speeder might take some hits!

Alternatively, the GM might set a success threshold not by number of successes, but by tracking the
cumulative degrees of success between rolls.  These accumulative degrees of success are called Advantage
Points (AP).

Taking the above example of Guy’s speeder chase, the GM has ruled that whoever attains a total of 10 Advantage
Points over their opponents wins the chase.  Guy rolls his two Drive dice vs. his pursuers’ one die and beats them
by 3.  Guy now needs 7 more AP to escape, while his pursuers still need 10 AP in order to catch him.

Complications and Concessions
Optional!  In some situations a failed roll might still allow for some degree of success.  If the player makes a
number of concessions equal to how many points they failed by, the action can still succeed.  With a poor roll,
however, it might be easier just to fail and try something else.  A serious complication may be worth more than
a single point – it’s the GM’s call.

Carter the Corporate Lawyer is trying to hotwire a security door.  He's got d8 Tech, but the GM sets the difficulty at
2d10 since it IS a security door.  Carter fails by 3, but decides that getting through the door is worth breaking the
toolkit (1 complication), setting off the silent alarm (2nd complication), and alerting the guard on the other side (a
3rd complication, added by the GM since he decided that normally there WOULDN'T be a guard there).

It Never Hurts to Help
If one character is assisting another in a task, the assistant chooses a difficulty die.  The assistant then rolls
their own Trait against this difficulty; if they succeed, the character who they are helping may roll that difficulty
die as if it were an Aspect.  If the assistant fails, the difficulty die becomes a bonus for the OPPONENT (or the
difficulty of a static action).

Arnae (Physical d6) is helping Mak (Physical d8) jimmy open a locked door with brute force (rated by the GM as a
d12).  First, Arnae's player chooses a difficulty die of d10 - a long shot, but Arnae manages to squeeze by with a
successful roll.  Mak rolls his d8 Might AND the d10 from Arnae's assistance vs. the door's difficulty.  If Arnae had
failed, Mak would have rolled his d8 Might, but the DOOR would have rolled the d10 Arnae failed to garner for his
friend as well as its standard difficulty of d12.
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Bringing the Pain

Hurting other people is resolved similarly to any other action.  There are just a few more guidelines and options
depending on whether the combat occurring is up close or done with ranged weapons.

Initiative
Initiative order is determined by Move Trait rolls.  The Reflexes Specialization applies to initiative, as do any
reflex- or combat experience-related Aspects.  Highest total acts first.  If it is clear that one person is initiating
the combat (throwing the first punch during an argument, for example), that person gets a bonus to their
Initiative.  In a situation where one side is unaware that they are in a fight, however, characters with the
advantage of surprise may take one action before initiative is rolled.

Combatants may hold their action for as long as they like. Any held action automatically interrupts a slower
action.

Melee Combat
Striking someone in hand-to-hand combat is resolved by the attacker rolling their Fight Trait versus the
defender's Fight Trait.  As usual, Aspects and Specializations should be included where applicable.

Ranged Combat
Unlike melee combat, when a character attempts to shoot someone, they roll their Shoot Trait (plus any
applicable Aspects and Specializations) versus a difficulty die based on the range to the target:

Difficulty Die Range to Target

D4 Point-blank; close enough for melee combat*

D6 In the same room; generally within 40 feet or so

D8 Outdoors but close; up to 100 yards away

D10 Long range but still visible

D12 Extreme range; target is a speck

*Guns in Melee
Shooting someone who is in melee with you is NOT a Shoot roll.  Melee is melee is melee; you roll your Fight
Trait, but you may apply any applicable Specializations from your Shoot Trait.  The defender also rolls their
Fight Trait to defend if they are engaged in melee combat with an attacker who has targeted them with a
ranged attack.  This usually represents pushing the attacker's gun arm to the side or twisting away from the
barrel.  If the firer and target are not in melee but are close enough for it, such as a surprise attack, the
defender only gets the d4 Range die for defense.  In the case of a surprise attack, the attacker may get
additional bonuses (see below).

Bushwhacked!
When the target of your attack is caught unawares (such as a long-range sniper attack or a ninja strike from
the shadows), you may add a Trait die to your attack.  The victims of melee surprise attacks roll a measly d4 to
defend; victims of ranged surprise attacks roll the Range die as normal.
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Combat Options
There is a tactical element to making an attack roll.  In broad terms, a character has several resources that
they can manage throughout the course of a fight: their attack, their defense, damage, and initiative.  They can
tilt the balance of these resources to cause different effects.

Initiative
1. You may take a bonus Trait die for initiative if you penalize your attack roll.  This sacrifice of accuracy for

speed is a crucial decision in a quick-draw contest, for example.
2. You may take a bonus Trait die for initiative if you penalize your damage roll.  Except for very special

circumstances, this can only be done with a muscle-powered weapon (any weapon that includes the Might
Trait in its damage code).

Attacking
1. The attacker may take a bonus Trait die on their attack roll if they are willing to penalize their defense roll if

they are attacked before their next action.
2. Spending an uninterrupted round aiming will give you an additional Shoot die to a ranged attack.  While

you’re aiming, you are considered to be holding your action.  You can forgo the aim bonus in order to take
your action before your following initiative count.

Defending
1. Penalizing your attack roll allows you to take a bonus Trait die (or Range die, for ranged combat) on your

defense roll.
Damage
1. Optional!  You may add your Fight/Shoot Trait die to damage if you penalize your attack roll – this most

commonly represents a called shot to a more vital area.
2. Optional!  If you penalize your attack roll, you may dictate a complication for the victim for every Wound

inflicted on a successful hit.  Because complications/concessions may include extra Wounds, it is not
recommended the bonus damage die from option #1, above, be used if this rule is in effect.

Tommy Laredo, hard-boiled cop, needs to bring down a violent suspect.  He takes a penalty to his attack roll in
order to boost his damage.  If his Shoot Trait is d8, he’ll roll 2d8, take lowest, for his attack roll.  If Tommy hits, he’ll
add a bonus damage die (a d8, equal to his Shoot).  Tommy rolls his neck, sights down his pistol, and plugs the
perp with a head shot.

Reach
Optional!  For more detail in close-combat battles, factor in the length of each combatant's weapons.  If one
fighter's weapon would give them a decided advantage over the other, give that combatant a bonus Trait die to
either their attack or defense that round (not both).  They retain this bonus until the other fighter has scored a
successful hit - then THAT combatant gets a bonus die to attack or defense.  This simulates staying inside a
longer weapon's reach.  Once the fighter with the longer weapon scores a hit, the bonus die shifts back to
them (pushing the other fighter back and getting to optimum range for their own weapon), etc.

Ganging Up
When more than one combatant attacks a single target in melee, they get a bonus die that acts like an Aspect.
This gang-up die varies depending on how many people are attacking the same target:

2 vs. 1 3 vs. 1 4 vs. 1 5 vs. 1 6 vs. 1

D4 D6 D8 D10 D12
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Multiple Attacks
Your attack roll is penalized once for each attack roll you make beyond the first; this penalty is applied to all
attacks equally.  Whether you’re stabbing one enemy three times or swinging a sword to strike three foes, the
mechanics are identical.  With that in mind, a single attack roll does not necessarily equal a single swing, shot,
or punch.  A flurry of punches and kicks or a double-tap with a pistol could be wrapped up in one attack roll, but
if you want each shot in that double-tap to have a chance to cause its own damage, then you need to apply the
multiple attack rules.

Now let’s suppose you’re fighting with two weapons, one in each hand.  Perhaps a sword and shield, or knife
and crowbar, or perhaps two trusty .45 pistols.  Firstly, you might be penalized depending on the game genre
and your character concept.  The GM has every right to rule that your average joe can’t blaze away with twin
assault rifles like a steroid-chugging commando could.  If the GM has mercy on you, then using a second
weapon can be quite lucrative.
1. Using two weapons to make multiple attacks negates ONE penalty die for ONE of the attack rolls.

Tommy pulls his twin pistols on a group of three corrupt DEA agents.  He chooses to make 3 attacks, one on each
agent.  Normally, he’d roll 3 Shoot Trait dice for each attack, taking the lowest of the three, but since he’s using two
weapons he rolls 2 Shoot dice (taking the lowest) for his first attack and 3 Shoot dice (again, taking the lowest) for
the subsequent two attacks.

2. Using two melee weapons of differing sizes (a knife and a sword, for example) gives you an advantage in
range and reach.

Tito, armed with a machete (a medium-reach weapon) and knife (a short-reach weapon), Is facing a thug armed
with a baseball bat (a medium-reach weapon).  If Tito makes a successful attack, he can get in close with his knife
where his enemy will have trouble defending.  If the thug manages to back off to bat range, Tito’s still in good shape
because he can defend with his machete.

Automatic Weapons
Characters firing automatic weapons may choose a die type bonus to their attack roll based on the amount of
shots fired.  This autofire bonus die acts like an Aspect; it is not affected by bonuses or penalties like Traits
are.
1. 3-round burst: d4 autofire bonus; you may fire more than one 3-round burst a round, but cannot use a

single 3-round burst to strike multiple targets.  You may make multiple attacks on a single target, however.
2. Half the magazine (~10-15 rounds): d6 autofire bonus; may only be used once a round
3. Emptying the mag (~20-30 rounds): d8 autofire bonus; may only be used once a round

Taking Cover
Characters behind hard cover stand a much better chance of avoiding damage.  Cover adds a bonus die to the
defender based on how concealed they are as well as the toughness of the cover:
1. Thick foliage, 50% or less hard cover, a car door: d6 cover bonus
2. 50% or more hard cover; popping out from behind a wall, tree, or doorway to fire: d8 cover bonus
3. Total concealment; firer is shooting blindly around a corner or trying to hit someone through a wall or

obscured completely by smoke or darkness: d12 cover bonus

Avoiding Damage Altogether
If a character is targeted by a ranged attack they have a few options:
1. They may defend normally, hoping their Range roll and any bonus dice beats the attacker’s result.
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2. Optional!  They may drop prone right before the attack.  Their next action is penalized.  If a character
drops prone during their own action, they won’t be penalized.  A prone defender may roll an extra Range
die.

3. Optional!  If the character has not acted yet, or is holding their action, they may attempt to Dodge.  They
dive out of the way or duck behind full cover, assuming cover is available that will stop the incoming attack.
This dodge reflex costs the character their action.
a. The dodging character makes a defensive roll as usual, assisted by any reflex- or agility-based

Aspects.  The defender may roll their Move (Reflexes) Trait as well as the Range die.
b. Success means the defender has avoided the attack; failure results in damage as normal.
c. Regardless of the outcome of the dodge roll, the defender may move to the nearest cover immediately

after the attack (within reason – if you’re in a wheat field and the nearest cover is a barn 100 yards
away, don’t expect to end up behind the barn).

d. Remember that a dodging character cannot act until the next round.  A character that has already acted
cannot dodge.  They should have held their action or taken cover on their own turn.
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Dealing Damage
Damage is an opposed roll: the attacker’s weapon damage dice vs. the victim’s Might Trait.

Figuring Weapon Damage
Hand-to-hand attacks have a damage rating equal to the attacker’s Might (Strength) Trait, plus any Aspects
that would influence unarmed damage, such as Strong, Martial Artist, Bone-breaker, etc.

Melee weapons normally add additional dice to this Might roll:

Melee Weapons
Small improvised weapons (screwdriver, glass shard,
hammer, shiv, prybar, brass knuckles)

Might die + d4

Knives, batons, crowbars, large improvised weapons
(2x4 pieces or lengths of pipe)

Might die + d6 (for bladed weapons) or additional Might
die, to a max of d6 (for blunt)

Swords, spears, hand axes, machetes (big and sharp) Might die + d8

Greatswords and battleaxes Doubled Might die + d8

Maces, baseball bats, large clubs, flails (big and
crushing)

Additional Might die, capped at d10 (if your Might is d8,
you'd roll 2d8.  If it's d12, you'd roll a d12 and a d10)

Ranged weapons normally have their own damage ratings:

Ranged Weapons
Shortbow Might die, capped at d8

Longbow Doubled Might die, capped at d10

Small-caliber or hold-out handgun

.22 caliber

1d6

Semi-automatic handgun, small caliber revolver

9mm, .38 caliber, 5.7mm, .45 caliber

2d6

Magnum handgun

.357 magnum, .44 magnum, .50 AE

1d8

Assault rifle

5.56mm, 5.45mm, 7.62mm Russian

2d8

Battle rifle, hunting rifle, light machinegun

.308 caliber, 7.62mm NATO, 30-06

3d8

Shotgun, crossbow

12 gauge

1d10

Star Wars Weapons
Slugthrower pistol, hold-out blaster

Leia’s wimpy looking-pistol at the start of Ep.4

1d6
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Blaster pistol

Jango Fett’s blasters

2d6 or 1d8

Heavy pistol, blaster rifle

Han’s pistol, stormtrooper rifles

3d6 or 2d8

Repeating blaster 3d8

Bowcaster, sawed-off bantha gun 1d10

The all-important Lightsaber 1d10; Force-related Aspects may add to damage

Minimum Damage Rolls
A more accurate attack guarantees high damage.  The degree of success on the attack roll is used as a
minimum result for the damage roll.

Guy has been shot by a 9mm handgun (damage 2d6).  The attacker’s roll beat Guy’s defense roll by 4, so if the
damage roll is 3 or less it won’t matter - the damage result will be 4.  Obviously, if the damage dice come up 5 or 6
that result will be used instead.

Shock and Wounds
Characters can only take so much damage, which is expressed as two values, Wounds and Shock.  A
character’s Wounds are equal to their Might die type (a d6 Might has 6 Wounds, for example).  Their Shock
value is equal to their Might die type plus their Will die type (a character with d6 Might and d8 Will would have
14 Shock).

How Bad is it, Doc?
The victim rolls their Might (Toughness) Trait vs. the damage result.  Success or failure, as well as the degree
thereof, determines how badly wounded the victim is.  Aspects relating to toughness, willpower, or the like may
apply at the GM’s discretion.

Failing the damage check results in the loss of Wounds.  The difference between the character’s Might roll and
the damage result is subtracted from their Wounds.  When a character’s Wounds reach zero or less they
collapse and are in danger of dying (or may simply be dead depending on the attack that struck them, the
GM’s mood, and the genre of game).

Regardless of the Might roll, the damage roll is directly subtracted from the victim’s Shock points.  A character
who slips to zero Shock or less passes out.

Guy’s unlucky today – he’s hit by a thug wielding an iron pipe.  The thug’s damage total comes to 5, while Guy rolls
his Might Trait and gets a 3.  He’ll take 5 Shock damage and 2 Wounds.

Optional!  A failed damage check immediately incapacitates the victim in addition to dealing Wounds and
Shock damage.  To avoid incapacitation, the victim may make a concession/complication for each Wound they
take.  Some sample concessions might include:
1. Knocked down/back by the attack
2. Disarmed
3. Stunned; can’t attack next round (must fight defensively)
4. Temporarily incapacitated (2 concessions per round of staying down and moaning/bleeding)
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5. Stunned; Initiative penalty for rest of fight
6. Limb rendered useless (broken limbs are generally 3 concessions per limb)
7. Armor/shield/weapon broken
8. Maneuvered into poor position (attacker gets bonus next round... only really works for melee combat

though)
9. Penalty on attack rolls for one round
10. Penalty on attack rolls for rest of fight
11. Morale broken; flight reflex kicks in and the victim attempts to flee
12. Additional Wound damage (generally 1 concession per additional point)
13. Additional Shock damage (generally 1 concession per 2 additional points)

This optional rule may be applied to PCs and NPCs equally, just NPCs, or used only for “mooks” or goons.
Guy gets hit again, this time by a rifle.  The weapon’s damage is 7, and with a d6 in Might, Guy can’t hope to beat
the damage.  He rolls and gets a 5; close, but not enough to stay in the fight without making concessions.  In
addition to the 7 Shock and 2 Wounds, Guy opts to be knocked down by the shot (1 concession) and to suffer
another Wound (1 concession).  The two concessions raise his 5 up to a 7, allowing Guy to remain conscious but
leaving him short 7 Shock and 3 Wounds, as well as lying prone on the ground.

Optional!  For more lethal combats, if the victim's Might roll fails to beat even the minimum damage, they are
immediately incapacitated.

Armor
Armor is simply bonus dice that are rolled along with a victim’s Might Trait on a damage check.  The first type
of armor is Ablative, and is expressed as XdY, where Y is the die type rolled with your Might Trait and X is
how many of those dice you may spend before the armor is damaged beyond its usefulness.  Alternatively,
Standard armor simply adds a constant bonus die to your Might Trait for damage checks instead of
deteriorating over time.

Guy’s had enough of being wounded and starts wearing a light vest (the GM rates it as giving 4d6 ablative
protection).  Sure enough, Guy’s hit by a .357 Magnum for 6 damage.  He rolls his Might Trait and gets a 2.  Hoping
to improve his total, Guy decides to spend armor dice.  His first armor die is a 3 – not much of an improvement.
Guy spends a second armor die and gets a 6 - Guy doesn’t take any Wounds, although he still takes 6 Shock from
the attack leaving him with bruised and battered ribs.  His armor is damaged as well – if Guy’s hit again he’ll only
have 2d6 available to save his skin.

Subtractive armor reduces Shock damage as well as Wounds.  When you are struck by a successful attack,
roll your Armor dice before rolling your Might Trait.  The result of this armor check is subtracted from the
damage total.  Your Might Trait is then rolled vs. this modified damage total and Shock and Wounds are
recorded as normal.

Tito’s wearing a prototype deflector shield (d4 subtractive armor) when he gets tagged by a laser.  Tito’s lucky, the
blast only rolls a 5 for damage, and Tito rolls a 3 on his armor die.  The damage is adjusted down to a 2, then Tito
rolls his d10 Might and easily beats the new damage total, taking a mere 2 Shock.

Optional!  Characters who go down while spending Armor dice should not stay down as long as a character
that was not wearing armor.  The GM might give them a few Shock points back after a round or two or three, or
rule that while just as incapacitating as an unarmored person’s wounds, the armored character’s damage is
less severe and will be easier to treat (doubling a caregiver’s Trait die for medical assistance).
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Archaic Armor
Archaic armor provides no protection from firearms.

Armor Protection

Hide, thick furs, leathers D4 Standard

Chainmail, segmentata D6 Standard vs. crushing and slashing, d4 vs. piercing

Plate D4 Subtractive with d6 Standard; crushing attacks ignore the d4 Subtractive

Modern Ballistic Armor
Ballistic vests provide no protection from edged weapons.

Armor Protection

Concealable vest

NIJ Level II-A or Level II

2d6 (II-A) or 4d6 (Level II), Ablative

Rifle rounds completely ignore this armor

Police/Military vest

NIJ Level III-A

4d4 Subtractive

Acts as Ablative armor vs. rifle rounds

Tactical armor

NIJ Level III and IV

4d6 Subtractive

Modern Stab Vests
Stab vests provide no protection from firearms.

Armor Protection

Concealable stab vest 4d6 Ablative

Heavy stab vest d4 Subtractive with 4d6 Ablative

Armor is useless once the ablative dice are spent

Star Wars Armor
Armor Protection

Concealable armor 2d6 Ablative

Light body armor

Scout armor, military blast vests

4d6 Ablative

Heavy body armor

Stormtrooper armor (but only
when worn by the good guys;
stormtrooper armor provides no
protection for actual
stormtroopers!)

5d8 Ablative

Healing with Medical Attention
Characters providing medical attention to wounded characters are, in game terms, assisting the victim's
recovery roll by using their Think (Medicine) Trait, plus Aspects for medical training.
1. The character providing aid chooses a difficulty die, against which they roll their Think (Medicine) Trait plus

Aspects for medical training.  Success gives the victim Shock points equal to the difficulty die's maximum
result - 8 Shock for a d8 difficulty, 4 Shock for a d4, etc.  Failure does not penalize the victim further!

2. The victim chooses the number of Wounds they wish to recover from.
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3. The victim makes a recovery roll: their Might (Toughness) Trait (plus Aspects for toughness or hardiness),
aided by the care provider's difficulty die if they made their assistance roll.  The result of this roll must beat
the number of Wounds chosen in step 2.  If the recovery roll succeeds, the victim gains those Wounds (and
an equal number of Shock) back across a period of 3 days.  If the recovery fails, no Wounds are healed.
Additional recovery rolls/first aid attempts may be attempted every 3 days.

4. Optional!  If the recovery roll ties the difficulty, have mercy and let the victim heal a Wound.

Healing Without Medical Attention
A character attempting to recover from wounds naturally makes a recovery roll as outlined above vs. a number
of Wounds they wish to heal in a one week period.  Success heals the Wounds and an equal number of
Shock.  Failure heals no Wounds, but may still recover Shock at the GM's discretion.  Additional recovery
attempts may be made every week.

After being used as target practice for all those combat examples, Guy's in desperate need of medical attention.
He has 1 Wound remaining of his original 5, and has NO Shock left.  Luckily, he's found by paramedics.  The medic
has a d6 Think and is Specialized in Medicine.  The medic attempts to help Guy and chooses a first aid difficulty of
d8.  He rolls 2d6 (Think with Medicine Specialization) and beats the difficulty.  Guy gets 8 Shock back and coughs
his way back into consciousness.  Then, Guy's player chooses to try to recover 3 Wounds.  Guy rolls his Might of
d6, plus a d8 from the medic's assistance, and tries to beat a 3, which he does.  Over the next 3 days, Guy will heal
3 Wounds and 3 more Shock, leaving him at 4 Wounds and 11 Shock.  After that time, Guy will continue to make
recovery rolls every 3 days until he is fully healed.

Adjusting Healing Times
The default healing periods (3 days with medical attention, 1 week without) are geared toward a more heroic
style of play while attempting to retain some lasting consequences of suffering damage.  Feel free to increase
or decrease the healing periods in accordance with the genre and style of game you are playing.
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All Creatures Big and Small

This section deals with issues of scale and size.  It’s not possible to describe everything characters might
encounter on a simple d4-d12 track.  A dinosaur is going to be far tougher than any human; likewise, an anti-
tank rocket will do far more damage against a motorcycle than a tank.

Size and Strength are often highly variable between vehicles, characters, and animals.  It’s easier to hit bigger
things, but it’s harder to hurt them.  Vehicular weapons are designed to hit other vehicles, and so on.
Generally, the following rules may be used when small things go up against big things:
Accuracy Modifiers – Bonuses and Penalties
1. The attacker gains a bonus Trait die if their target is larger than what their weapon is designed to hit.

Ignore this bonus if the target has equally powerful means of avoiding attacks (an archer would gain a
bonus to hit a dragon, but a swordsman would not, since the dragon can actively avoid the warrior’s
strikes).

2. The attacker suffers a penalty if their chosen weapon isn’t designed to target their opponent.  This is a
pretty fuzzy rule; a .50 caliber machine gun is designed to destroy light vehicles, but could be fired at
people without a penalty.  A LAW rocket launcher would suffer a penalty versus a human, as it is designed
to hit a tank, and just barely at that.

Damage and Toughness
When that LAW rocket does hit that poor person, you might need to know if there’s anything left.  Conversely,
assault rifle rounds aren’t going to do anything to a tank, no matter how many magazines you expend.
1. Will my weapon kill my target with one hit?  If so, stop here.  Your target dies when your attack hits.

Example: RPG vs. human, tank cannon vs. car, Godzilla vs. most everything
2. Will my weapon nearly always inflict serious, near-fatal damage to my target (if not kill them outright)?  Roll

damage normally, but then DOUBLE the result; a 4 becomes an 8, and so on.  The target rolls Might
(Toughness) to resist the damage as normal.  Examples: ground zero hand grenade vs. human, .50 caliber
machine gun vs. human, air-to-air missile vs. jet fighter

3. My weapon outclasses my target, but not so much that the target’s own toughness could affect how severe
the damage is?  Roll damage as normal, and then roll one die type less than the most prevalent damage
die type (with Traits trumping bonuses for weapon type.  If the damage is 2d8, roll a d6.  If it’s Might d10 +
d8, roll a d8).  This result is subtracted directly from the target’s Might roll to resist damage (minimum of
zero).  The resulting Wounds and Shock from this modified roll are taken normally.

4. My weapon can kill my target, but it might take a while?  Roll damage normally.  The target rolls a single
die, one size less than their Physical Trait.  This die acts as subtractive armor.  Examples: rifle vs.
automobile, hand grenade vs. APC

5. My weapon can’t even hurt my target?  Well, that’s self-explanatory.  Go get a bigger gun.
Scale Modifiers by Aspect
In games where larger or smaller characters are the norm, a character might have an Aspect relating to their
abnormal stature.  An Aspect like “Huge Mutant Panda” would apply to that character’s Might rolls for damage
and toughness, although the GM might rule that certain attacks might get a bonus vs. that character because
of their size, as outlined above.  Conversely, an Aspect like “Wee Lil’ Man” would apply as a defensive bonus
against any attacks dealt by larger foes.
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Sample Scales
1. Character
2. Speeder
3. Walker
4. Starfighter
5. Capital Ship

1. Tiny
2. Small
3. Medium
4. Large
5. Huge
6. Gargantuan
7. Colossal

1. People
2. Cars
3. Tanks

You might even have scales within scales, so within the Starfighter scale category you might have:
1. Fighter
2. Bomber
3. Shuttle/Transport

So a Fighter would have a bonus to hit a Transport, but a Bomber might gain a damage bonus against a
Fighter.  Scales outside the Starfighter scale, however, would not take these “micro-scale” differences into
account.  A Capital Ship’s weapons will gain the same bonus to damage (and penalty to hit) against a Fighter
as they would a Shuttle, since both craft fall under the same scale relative to the Capital Ship.
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Fiddly Bits

Sample Probabilities

Chance to
Fail/Tie/Win
Against:

D4 D6 D8 D10 D12

D4 37.5%

25%

37.5%

25%

16.7%

58.3%

18.75%

12.5%

68.75%

15%

10%

75%

12.5%

8.3%

79.2%

D6 58.3%

16.7%

25%

41.7%

16.7%

41.7%

31.25%

12.5%

56.25%

25%

10%

65%

20.8%

8.3%

70.9%

D8 68.75%

12.5%

18.75%

56.25%

12.5%

31.25%

43.75%

12.5%

43.75%

35%

10%

55%

29.17%

8.3%

64.58%

D10 75%

10%

15%

65%

10%

25%

55%

10%

35%

45%

10%

45%

37.5%

8.3%

54.17%

D12 79.2%

8.3%

12.5%

70.9%

8.3%

20.8%

64.58%

8.3%

29.17%

54.17%

8.3%

37.5%

45.83%

8.33%

45.83%


